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ICT3722-18-S2-Ass2 

Justlee books database is used for all assignments. 

Use the same tables and data used for assignment 1. 

Read the question and if required, run the SQL against the tables and data. 

Select the most relevant answer from the list of choices provided. 

When you are done, logon to myUNISA, select the module code: ICT3722, select 

Assignment2. Complete the online MCQ. When done submit the assignment. 

Keep in mind that you cannot go back once you’ve submitted the assignment. 

Keep a copy of your solutions should there be any queries afterwards. 

 

Please answer the following 15 question 

 

1. Which of the following is not a valid SQL command? 

  1.  INSERT INTO acctmantable 

  AS  (SELECT amid, amname, amedate, region 

         FROM acctmanager 

         WHERE amedate <= SYSDATE); 
 

  2.  INSERT INTO acctmantable 

   (SELECT amid, amname, amedate, region 

   FROM acctmanager 

   WHERE amedate <= SYSDATE); 

  3.  INSERT INTO acctmantable 

   SELECT amid, amname, amedate, region 

   FROM acctmanager 

   WHERE amedate <= SYSDATE; 

  4.  none of the above 

 

2. If a table already exists, what command would you issue to add copies of existing rows from one 

    table to the other? 

  1.  INSERT command with an UPDATE clause 

  2.   INSERT command with a subquery  

  3.   INSERT command with a SET clause 

  4.   INSERT command with a FROM clause 

 

3. Which of the following is not a valid SQL command? 

  1.  UPDATE acctmanager SET amname = UPPER(amname) WHERE amid = 'J500';  

  2.  UPDATE acctmanager SET amname = UPPER(amname); 

  3.  UPDATE acctmanager WHERE amid = 'J500'; 

  4.   UPDATE acctmanager SET amedate = SYSDATE WHERE amid = 'J500'; 
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Contents of the PROMOTION table 

 

 
 

4. Based on the contents of the PROMOTION table, which of the following will correctly change the 

    value assigned to the MAXRETAIL column for Free Shipping to 75.00? 

  1.  INSERT INTO promotion (maxretail) 

VALUES (75) 

WHERE gift = 'FREE SHIPPING'; 

  2.  UPDATE promotion (maxretail) 

SET = 75 

WHERE gift = 'FREE SHIPPING'; 

  3.  UPDATE promotion 

SET maxretail = 75 

WHERE gift = 'FREE SHIPPING'; 

  4.  none of the above 

 
 

5. Which of the following keywords is used to actually generate a sequence value? 

  1.  NEXTVALUE 

  2.  NEXTVAL. 

  3.  GENERATEVAL 

  4.  GENERATE 

 
 

6. Which of the following sequence settings cannot be changed with the ALTER SEQUENCE 

    command? 

  1.  START WITH 

  2.   INCREMENT BY 

  3.  NOCACHE 

  4.  NOMAXVALUE 

 

Structure of the CUSTOMERS table 
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7. Based on the structure of the CUSTOMERS table, which of the following is a valid SQL 

    statement? 

  1.  CREATE PUBLIC INDEX customers_name_idx 

ON customers (lastname, firstname); 

  2.  CREATE INDEX customers_name_idx 

ON customers (lastname, firstname); 

  3.  CREATE PUBLIC INDEX 

customers_name_idx 

ON customers (lastname); 

  4.  CREATE PUBLIC INDEX customers_name_idx 

FOR customers (lastname); 
 
 

Structure of the BOOKS table 

 

 
 

8. Based on the structure of the BOOKS table, which of the following is a valid SQL statement? 

  1.  CREATE INDEX books_profit_idx 

FOR books "retail-cost"; 

  2.  CREATE INDEX books_profit_idx 

ON books "retail-cost"; 

  3.  CREATE INDEX books_title_idx 

ON books (INITCAP(title)); 

  4.  CREATE INDEX books_title_idx 

FOR books (INITCAP(title); 
 

9. Which command will delete a user account from Oracle12c? 

  1.  DELETE USER username; 

  2.  DROP USER username IDENTIFIED BY password; 

  3.  DROP USER username; 

  4.  DELETE USER username IDENTIFIED BY password; 

 

10. Based upon the contents of the BOOKS table in the accompanying figure, which of the following 

    queries will retrieve all books published in 2001? 

  1.  SELECT * FROM books 

WHERE pubdate BETWEEN '01-JAN-01' AND '31-DEC-01'; 

  2.  SELECT * FROM books 

WHERE pubdate LIKE '%01'; 

  3.  SELECT * FROM books 

WHERE pubdate >= '01-JAN-01' AND pubdate <= '31-DEC-01'; 

  4.  all of the above 
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Contents of BOOKS table 

 

 

11. Based upon the contents of the BOOKS table in the accompanying figure, which of the following 

      SQL statements will retrieve all books published by the publisher assigned Pubid 1? 

  1.  SELECT * FROM books WHERE pubid LIKE "1"; 

  2.   SELECT * FROM books WHERE pubid > 1; 

  3.   SELECT * FROM books WHERE pubid = 1; 

  4.  both a and b 

 

12. Which of the following is not a valid statement concerning identity columns. 

  1.   Must have a numeric data type 

  2.   A DEFAULT clause may be assigned  

  3.   A unique constraint is automatically applied  

  4.   Only one may be created in a table 

 
 

13. Based upon the contents of the BOOKS table in the accompanying figure, which of the following 

      queries will retrieve all book titles that are in the Business or Computer category and have a retail 

      price of more than $35.00? 

  1.  SELECT title FROM books 

WHERE (category = 'BUSINESS' OR category ='COMPUTER' ) AND retail >35; 

  2.  SELECT title FROM books 

WHERE category = 'BUSINESS' OR category ='COMPUTER' AND retail >35; 

  3.  SELECT title FROM books 

WHERE category = 'BUSINESS' OR 'COMPUTER' AND retail >35; 

  4.  SELECT title FROM books 

WHERE category = 'BUSINESS' OR category ='COMPUTER' AND (retail >35); 
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Contents of the ORDERS table 

 

 

14. Based upon the contents of the ORDERS table in the accompanying figure, which of the 

      following SELECT statements will retrieve all orders contained in the ORDERS table that have 

      not yet been shipped to the customer? 

  1.   Not in list below 

  2.   SELECT * FROM orders WHERE shipdate = NULL; 

  3.  SELECT * FROM orders WHERE shipdate LIKE 'NULL'; 

  4.  SELECT * FROM orders WHERE shipdate > NULL; 
 
 

15. When data is being entered into a VARCHAR2 or CHAR column using the INSERT command, 

      the data will be stored in ____. 

  1.   the same case used in the INSERT command 

  2.   lower-case characters 

  3.   upper-case characters 

  4.   the default case setting for the table 
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